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Speaker for May 16th, 2010
Simon Blow
Qigong – Improving your quality of life.

Q

igong (Chi-Kung) has been used
for thousands of years to help
improve people’s quality of life; it’s a
part of the holistic system of Traditional
Chinese Medicine (TCM). The
dynamic forms and stillness meditation
help regulate the meridian system,
releasing stress, increase health and
longevity as well as developing spiritual
perception and awareness.
Simon Blow had a near fatal accident at the age of nineteen that led
Simon to investigate various methods of healing and rejuvenation. A
path he has been on for over twenty five years.
He is a Sydney-based master teacher (Laoshi) who has been leading
regular classes for beginning and continuing students since 1992.
Simon has received training and certification from Traditional Chinese
Medical Hospitals and Taoist Monasteries in China, and has been
given authority to share these techniques.
He has received World Health Organisation Certification in Medical
Qigong clinical practice from the Xiyuan Hospital in Beijing. He has
been initiated into Dragon Gate Taoism and given the name of Xin
Si, meaning Genuine Wisdom. Simon is a Standing Council Member
of the World Academic Society of Medical Qigong in Beijing.
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From the President

A

dear friend of mine has been giving talks about the life we live
today, about the need to expand our conscious-ness, about the
necessity of forgiveness, about the central position of love not only in our
own lives but in the Universe as a whole. Last year was a chaotic period
of time, in terms of world events as well as on a personal level. People
have gone through events that are very trying and chaotic. They are still
continuing.
We are progressing to 2012 and all of the changes predicted for then are
happening as you read this. They will have their fulfillment by 2012 but
they are taking place now in an accelerated form.
The energies flowing into the Earth are producing waves of consciousness
and opening us up to an increased awareness of our position as spiritual
beings.
Not everyone will experience the chaos. The secret is to go forward in
our own unique way knowing that we are moving to a higher level of
understanding and consciousness. We have to see and understand at a
very deep individual level that we are responsible for our own life and
what we manifest and call into our life. This represents a new way of
being, a new way of thinking, accepting the responsibility of changing
matters in our own individual life and then helping others close to us to
also change the situations of their life.
Think of our health which is much more than the physical side of things.
Well-being is affected by our emotional, mental and spiritual nature as
well as the physical. All areas of our life are going through a change. We
can move through the chaos and create a new Dawn if we like. We can
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create a beautiful future. So let’s do it. And while we’re at it, let’s try and
see the big picture and help the ones less fortunate than ourselves.
I’m going away for a bit, actually to a family wedding in Scotland, but I
shall be back in time for the July meeting.
Do practise your dowsing every day and you will be amazed how your
skills will improve. That’s what I’ll be doing, in between wee drams of
delightful single malt whiskies, which in the Gaelic means ‘water of life’.
Best wishes

Noel

New Energy

I

am always surprised and impressed when people
volunteer their time and energy in the spirit of Service,
without a thought for a return, but I should not, because it
feels really good to help.
This month two members have volunteered to breathe new life and energy
into the Society.
Sally Lamont will be our new seminar coordinator. Sally brings a lot of
experience to this role and we look forward to a very successful series of
high quality Dowsing Seminar this year. Upcoming Seminars are planned
for June, August and again later this year.
Gisela Volkland will be our new treasurer, to replace Maxine Simos who
has chosen other endeavours, we wish Maxine the best. Gisela has
experience in accounting and running her own business, she will also be
one of the seminar lecturers in the next seminar.
We would like to welcome Sally & Gisela and congratulate them for their
continued commitment to the Society.
4
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Your Cab is Waiting

W

hen I arrived at 2:30 a.m., the building was dark except for a single
light in a ground floor window. Under these circumstances, many
drivers would just honk once or twice, wait a minute, and then drive away.
But I had seen too many impoverished people who depended on taxis as
their only means of transportation. Unless a situation smelled of danger, I
always went to the door. This passenger might be someone who needs my
assistance, I reasoned to myself.
So I walked to the door and knocked. “Just a minute”, answered a frail,
elderly voice. I could hear something being dragged across the floor. After
a long pause, the door opened. A small woman in her 90’s stood before me.
She was wearing a print dress and a pillbox hat with a veil pinned on it, like
somebody out of a 1940s movie.
By her side was a small nylon suitcase. The apartment looked as if no one
had lived in it for years. All the furniture was covered with sheets.
There were no clocks on the walls, no knickknacks or utensils on the
counters. In the corner was a cardboard box filled with photos and glassware.
“Would you carry my bag out to the car?” she said. I took the suitcase to the
cab, then returned to assist the woman. She took my arm and we walked
slowly toward the curb. She kept thanking me for my kindness. “It’s nothing”,
I told her. “I just try to treat my passengers the way I would want my mother
treated”.
“Oh, you’re such a good boy”, she said. When we got in the cab, she gave me
an address, and then asked, “Could you drive through downtown?”
“It’s not the shortest way,” I answered quickly. “Oh, I don’t mind,” she said.
“I’m in no hurry. I’m on my way to a hospice”.
I looked in the rear-view mirror. Her eyes were glistening. “I don’t have any
family left,” she continued. “The doctor says I don’t have very long.”
I quietly reached over and shut off the meter.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2010
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“What route would you like me to take?” I asked. For the next two hours, we
drove through the city. She showed me the building where she had once
worked as an elevator operator.
We drove through the neighborhood where she and her husband had lived
when they were newlyweds. She had me pull up in front of a furniture
warehouse that had once been a ballroom where she had gone dancing as
a girl.
Sometimes she’d ask me to slow in front of a particular building or corner
and would sit staring into the darkness, saying nothing.
As the first hint of sun was creasing the horizon, she suddenly said, “I’m
tired. Let’s go now”.
We drove in silence to the address she had given me. It was a low building,
like a small convalescent home, with a driveway that passed under a portico.
Two orderlies came out to the cab as soon as we pulled up. They were
solicitous and intent, watching her every move. They must have been
expecting her.
I opened the trunk and took the small suitcase to the door. The woman was
already seated in a wheelchair. “How much do I owe you?” she asked, reaching
into her purse. “Nothing,” I said “You have to make a living,” she answered.
“There are other passengers,” I responded.
Almost without thinking, I bent and gave her a hug. She held onto me
tightly. “You gave an old woman a little moment of joy,” she said. “Thank
you.”
I squeezed her hand, and then walked into the dim morning light. Behind
me, a door shut. It was the sound of the closing of a life.
I didn’t pick up any more passengers that shift. I drove aimlessly lost in
thought. For the rest of that day, I could hardly talk. What if that woman
had gotten an angry driver, or one who was impatient to end his shift?
What if I had refused to take the run, or had honked once, then driven

6
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away? On a quick review, I don’t think that I have done anything more
important in my life.
We’re conditioned to think that our lives revolve around great moments.
But great moments often catch us unaware, beautifully wrapped in what
others may consider a small one.
People may not rremember
emember exactly what yyou
ou did, or what yyou
ou said, but,
they will always remember how you made them feel.
Life may not be the party we hoped for, but while we are here we might as
well dance!!
Author unknown

Quote of the day
Always you have been told
that work is a curse
and labour a misfortune.
But I say to you that when you work
you fulfill a part of earth’s furthest dream,
assigned to you when that dream was born,
and in keeping yourself with labour
you are in truth loving life,
and to love life through labour
is to be intimate with life’s innermost secret.
Kahlil Gibran
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Do Metal Buildings Cause Depression?
By Ellen Englekemier

A

few years ago I read that people who worked in metal buildings often
became frustrated, angry, depressed, and had higher than normal
accident rates. Only recently, when dowsing for causes and cures of illnessesdid I make the connection: those people were suffering from clinical
depression. Other common symptoms of depression are difficulty making
decisions and what I call an ‘inability to get oneself together’. Often, the
inside of these people’s homes or offices will be a cluttered mess. I have
heard that many welfare recipients suffer from depression.
That makes a lot of sense
now. Here in the Midwest, a
large share of welfare
recipients dwell in old mobile
homes. Anyone living in a
house that has steel or
aluminum siding is also
susceptible. There are
millions of people in the
U.S. who suffer from depression. My dowsing tells me that seventy percent
of these cases are caused by metal-sided buildings. It should also be noted
that metal roofing can cause depression, as well.
Apparently there is some yet unidentified beneficial energy that cannot
penetrate glass or metal. Lack of that essential energy gradually causes
depression. (Note: Vinyl siding does not present a problem to people’s
health.)
As dowsers, we can provide a lot to help alleviate this problem. First, the
cure. Depression is caused by a lack of an enzyme called “chymotrypsin”.
This product is supposed to be in everyone’s body. It can be purchased at
health food stores or online without a prescription in the US.
8
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Curing depression with chymotrypsin can be accomplished in 1 to 6 months.
Dowse for pills-per-day and number of months. If instructions call for two
pills or more per day, the person should take half at breakfast and half at
bedtime. The patient should notice a positive improvement on the first or
second day.
Of course the depression will return if no changes are made to the offending
building. The problem can be eliminated by using the traditional copper
wire loop technique. For those unfamiliar, I will quote from Thomas J.
Millerin’s, ‘Noxious (Geopathic) Fields Are Damaging To Your Health’
[available from ASD headquarters]
“Use #12 or #14 single insulated or uninsulated wire conductor cable. If
a three conductor cable is used, remove insulation six inches back from
both ends and twist all three bare wires tight together. Three wire #12
house wiring is preferred.
Staple loop ends close to the gap to make sure wire ends remain facing each
other at the gap. When used to clear a house, the wire loop can be placed
around the foundation. If placed outside on the ground, the wire should be
covered with earth to prevent accidental removal or disturbance. The gap
between the wire ends needs to be 12 to 48 inches for metal buildings/
siding. This is slightly different than for other noxious fields.”
Of course very few medical doctors will believe that metal buildings can
affect us mentally or that an enzyme can cure depression. But we have
some medical professionals who are also dowsers, so I am requesting that
they check my information and correct me if I am inaccurate.
People’s health is simply too important to wait for science to catch up. No
one should suffer just because others do not believe.
Reprinted from the American Dowser Quarterly Digest Spring 2005
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Human Energy Field & the Earth Pulse
by Wallace G. Heath, Ph.D.

T

his presentation should not be considered as a scientific research paper.
Rather it is intended as an initial exploration of a topic relatively new
to the author that may be of interest to the members. Further, it is hoped
that some members may wish to explore aspects of the subject on their own
with some of the low-cost methods suggested at the end of the paper, or
some better ones of their own. It reflects my conviction that it is much
more fun to participate than to simply ‘spectate’. Science should be
recognized as a participation sport. Welcome aboard the Science Corner.
The Earthpulse
The ‘earthpulse’ was discovered and
verified by several authors over the past
half century. It is known as the
Schumann Frequency (or resonance)
after its discoverer (Schumann, 1952)
and consists of a magnetic pulse which
averages about 7.9 Hertz (cycles per
second).
It varies from 1 Hz to 40 Hz depending
on several factors: thunderstorms, solar
storms, night vs. day, meteorological
conditions, other solar radiation, the height of the magnetosphere above
the earth, etc.
It is caused by the average 200 lightning strikes per second that bounce
around the earth between the surface and the magnetosphere with the speed
of light, producing a standing resonant wave with extremely low frequencies.

10
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So why should dowsers be interested? Probably most living animals (and
perhaps plants) seem to utilize this energy in a variety of ways. If we are
removed from a site with an 8 Hz pulse to one of 2 to 3 Hz, our reaction
times can be much reduced, and we can get headaches and depression. If
returned to 8 Hz we may become normal again.
Such an effect can be caused by an approaching thunderstorm. Even stronger
effects can be caused by invisible solar flares. Not all people have such
reactions due to the wide range of sensitivities to electromagnetic fields. I
was with a small group of dowsers and none could dowse when the solar
flare field reached a K=4 (on a scale of 1 to 9). If there had not been a cell
phone call to the Solar Lab, the cause would not have been known.
But what about health and healing? It is known that the pineal gland tunes
to the earthpulse. It releases melatonin and maintains our 24-hour cycle.
And now it is known that the pineal gland is the master gland of the entire
endocrine system.
How could our health not be largely affected by it? It is known that energy
workers/healers through meditation with the alpha brain wave (8 Hz) are
able to “amp up” this energy to many times that of the brain wave and
direct it through their hands as multi-wave oscillations (.2 Hz to 40 Hz),
which facilitate many forms of healing (see Zimmerman, 1992; Oschman,
2000; Seto, 1992).
These energy fields can be measured accurately with instruments such as
the SQUID (superconducting quantum interference device) which can
measure fields less than a billionth of the earth’s field (Becker, 1990).
Reprinted from the American Dowser Quarterly, Vol 45, No.1
I was told that NASA had to artificially create this frequency in the Space
Station to insure the astronauts’ physical and mental health. (the editor)
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New Seminar for June 6, 2010

S

eminars are wonderful ways to learn more about the practical aspects
of dowsing. We are committed to an educational role in that respect,
so we are announcing our third seminar for this year.
It will be a very practical seminar, presented by 2 very experienced teachers:
Gisela Volkland and Maggie Lowe.
The Seminar cost is $120 for members and $140 for non-members.
Non-members will have the opportunity to join the Society on the day at
a discounted price. A seminar registration form is available on the next
page. If you want to attend, pull the registration form out of the newsletter
and mail it, with your cheque or money order, to our seminar coordinator,
Sally Lamont. Sally’s details are on the form on the next page.
When:
The seminar registration will begin at 9:30 am for a 10:00am start, on
Sunday June 6th.
Where:
Community Hall, 44 Gladesville Road, Hunters Hill, Sydney, NSW, see
back of newsletter for directions.
Who should attend:
Dowsing experience will be an advantage to obtain maximum benefit
from the seminar, but if you have a burning passion to learn about
‘Dowsing for health’ or ‘Dowsing for your garden’ come anyway and you
can attend a beginner’s seminar later.
What to bring:
Pendulum (optionally: bobber, or L rods)
An extra bottle of water (small) to make a garden medicine
A small plant that needs help, if you have one
Pen and pad, an open mind and a sense of humour.
12
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What you will learn:
Morning session: Dowsing for H
ealth (G
isela Volkland)
Health
(Gisela
Topics will include:

Aligning the chakras and sensitizing your perception

Learn techniques used to find imbalances in the body's energies

Locate affected areas

Learn how to bring healing into your system

Dowse for beneficial foods, supplements and drinks

Dowse for what to avoid to restore health

Dowse for your Aura

Make the workings of your chakras visible and balance them
This is a very interactive workshop and you will find that learning about
all these things will be fun!
Gisela will help you develop and refine your dowsing skills. She will be
going over some basics, so that the topic will cater for beginners as well as
more advanced dowsers.
Afternoon session: Dowsing for your Garden (Maggie Lowe)
Topics will include:

Plan and create your own special garden

Turn gardening heartache into hope

Garden in harmony with the laws of nature

Choose plants which will thrive whenever you plant them

Understand the need of plants

Learn to connect with the spirit of your place
This session offers plenty of opportunity to learn very practical techniques
and protocols. Maggie will also make sure any beginners present will
benefit and the advanced dowsers will not be disapointed.
The participants will receive Seminar notes and morning and afternoon
tea will be provided. There will be pendulums and bobbers for sale.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2010
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Cost: $120 members or $140 for non members
Please make cheque or Money Order payable to

Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
Forward payment with this completed form to

Email: leo4019@gmail.com

Sally Lamont
4/47 Grandview Street
Pymble NSW 2073
Tel: 02-9144-6157

Please do not send cash
Dowsers Society of NSW Inc
www.dowsingaustralia.com
Please detach this form to register
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Title:

Registration form

Dowsing Seminar
‘Healing’ & ‘Dowsing in the Garden’

First name:

Mobile:

State:

Postcode:

Surname:

on the 6th of June 2010

I would like to register for the ‘Healing’ & ‘Dowsing in the Garden’ Seminar

Address line 1:
Address line 2:
Suburb:
Telephone:

Enclosed is my cheque or money order for $

15
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About our Seminar presenters:
Gisela Volkland
Has been working in the alternative health industry since 1982. Some of
her studies included Herbalism, Homeopathics, Bach Flower Remedies,
Dr. Schuessler Cell Salts, Clinical Hypnosis and others. Gisela has run a
health clinic in Castle Hill in the past.

Maggie Lowe
Is a practical dowser and teacher, she hosted a
very sucessful beginner’s seminar earlier this
year. She specialises in gardening where the
pendulum guides her every move, and the results
speak for themselves, her garden is a testimony
of her skills.

16
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Intentionally A
war
Awar
waree
by Clif Sanderson
“Without taking consciousness into account we could not have formulated quantum
theory in a fully consistent way.” Albert Einstein.

O

ver many years I have watched the gradual degradation of the word
and meaning of the concept of intention. It ought to be praised as
one of the most powerful tools we can use to create new patterns of thinking
and change in a world of confusion and fear.
Minute by minute the volatile conscious state arises and is modified by our
fluctuating intentions towards completing different tasks – from the
mundane to the charitable to the spiritual. We intend to have a pleasurable
cup of tea, we compassionately intend to help a friend, we mindfully intend
to meditate.
Each of these intended events, if accompanied by skillful action, becomes
complete and firmly establishes an experience which the mind, relishing
habit above all else, concretizes it as a valid reference point for future
behaviour. This tendency towards action based on experience often causes
us difficulty as long as we remain ignorant of the way it affects our decision
making, but it also serves to release us from constantly maintaining attention
to mundane, repetitive chores.
For example if we regularly drive our car to work each morning we could
be talking to a passenger, listening to the radio and so on without once
thinking of how to drive, which route to take etc. because, once formed,
the intention to drive to work completes itself without further attention
from our conscious mind.
We can say that intention incr
eases as attention decr
eases.
increases
decreases.
Once an intention is formed it completes itself, we do not need to keep
reminding ourselves, “I am driving my car”, “I am making a cup of coffee”, “I
am walking to the post box”. It allows for the completion of the action by
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2010
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neither consciously focusing on the proceeding nor indulging in ego-driven
desire to participate in a preconceived outcome.
Thus without struggle, the mind (attention) and the higher consciousness
(intention), are brought into harmonic resonance and, as with driving the
car, no further action is required to reach completion.
However, as we all well know, the mind tenaciously clings to past experiences
as boundaries and requires more than explanations to change those
entrenched ways. In order to do this we need to free the mind by association
with new patterns. The tribal witchdoctors facilitated this by consciously
creating a persona exotic to their patients, thus preventing the inquirer’s
mind from settling back comfortably into old ideas of useful treatment.
In order to achieve this for ourselves we need to first override the impact of
the past patterns and non-beneficial habits of a lifetime which ride along
with us comfortably ensconced in our personal chariot, resisting all possibility
of a change of direction.
This is what makes accessing the intention hard to do because the ‘lazy’
mind loves to act as though it is the master in charge. It dislikes even more
to take time out for contemplation, meditation or cogitation.
But the paradox is that it is only once you let go of the reins do you become
in charge. Why is that? Because deep inside ourselves we know that
ultimately we know next to nothing in a universal sense. The more we hold
on tight, the further away we are from freedom of action and choice.
This is why I believe the practice and continual studying of dowsing is so
important.
Clearly it loosens the nervous grip of attention seeking, allowing intention
to form unclothed by desire for a specific outcome and opens a quiet space
inviting superior wisdom to prevail.
Clif Sanderson www.deep-field-relaxation.com
18
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The Killing Fields (EMF)
By Francois Capmeil, with material provided by Norman Dodge

P

robably no individual has collected more information about Electro
Magnetic Fields (EMF), or done more to sound the alarm about the
dangers they pose, than Louis Slesin, editor of a newsletter called Microwave
News (http://www.microwavenews.com). Here is his ranking of the worst
hazards, and some advices.
High-tension electric transmission lines
lines. Strung along high
towers, these lines carry a large amount of electricity over
long distances. Homes, schools and playgrounds should not
be built anywhere near them.
Electric distribution lines
lines. They carry current down local
streets, they generate less powerful fields than those of
transmission lines, but distribution wires are much closer to
most homes. Some of these carry single phase current, while
others carry 3 phase current which generate higher EMF.
Electric blankets. They lie beside the body for hours at a
time, bathing the body in dangerous EMF. It is a better idea
to use them to warm the bed, and then unplug the blanket
before going to bed. Turning them off is not enough, they
must be unplugged from the wall. Or better still to get a
quilt instead.
Video-display terminals
terminals. People spend whole work days
close to computer screens. Flat screens are safer in general
than old style CRT monitors.
Other appliances. Electric clocks and fans usually run
continuously. They should be kept at least 75 cm from the
head.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2010
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Other appliances. Shavers, hair dryers, can
openers and microwave ovens all generate
powerful fields, and people should be careful to
use them for short periods of time.
All these lines do generate a field which is far
wider than the wires that carry the electricity to
your home. For the power lines and the
transmission lines, there is not much you can do. But for your home,
Norman has come up with a way to minimise the field which, like an aura,
runs along the electrical circuit in your house and appliances.
Along the way, the electricity picks up a lot of other mostly unwanted
signals. For example, the power companies want to retain a roughly constant
load to keep the frequency at 50Hz, so during the night, when all the
factories are closed, they encourage you to use electricity to heat your hot
water (off peak heating). To do this, they place special pulses on the electricity
which tell the off peak meter to turn on and off automatically. Stray
microwave beams, radio frequencies, radar pulses, earth radiations, all
contribute to the unwanted signal load on your electricity.
Some of these unwanted signals have enough power to drive your meter,
and are registered as power that you consume from the power company. Of
course they show up on your bill as well.
Norman has come up with a way to filter this
unwanted field, or electric pollution, using a
dipole condenser. You will have seen these on
some computer power cords. You probably
cannot purchase a ‘Dipole Condenser’, but I
will explain how to build one, very
inexpensively.
Before I explain how to build the Dipole Condenser, I have to explain
about polarity, since we will have to use magnets in our design.
20
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Polarity is a funny
thing, because it is all a
matter of convention.
Some people call the
north pole of a magnet
‘North’, others call it
‘South’, it is all a matter
of where you have been
educated. To make
things easy I will give
you two ways to ascertain the polarity of a magnet. (If you are a dowser, or
if you want to learn something new, select the second one).
First we will not talk about North and South poles, but rather ‘North Facing’
and ‘South facing’ poles, otherwise it can become very confusing, since it
is the South Pole of a magnet which points to the North.
How to find the North Facing side of a magnet:
- M
ethod -1: Take a magnet, a thin cotton string, and a small piece of
Method
sticky tape. Tape the cotton string to the magnet. When you suspend it, the
magnet will orient itself according to the North-South axis. Write an S on
the side facing the south.
-M
ethod -2: You will need to find the ‘Polarity point’ of your pendulum
Method
string. To do this, hold your pendulum over the Positive terminal of an AA
battery with the string held very, very short. Let it swing back and forth
gently while very slowly letting go of a small length of string at a time. You
will reach a particular length of string when the pendulum will start to spin.
This is the polarity point of your pendulum.
Now hold your pendulum over the Negative terminal, it will spin in the
opposite direction. Now find which side of the magnet makes your
pendulum spin that way. This will be the South Facing side of the magnet.
Write an S over that side of the magnet (The south facing side).
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2010
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By the way, if you hold your pendulum string at the polarity point, you will
find it harder to get answers to mental questions, since it is responding
mostly to polarities present around you. This is part of scientific dowsing as
discovered by Turennes, Christopher Hills and others like them.
Back to our design: once you have 2
magnets, each with their South facing side
labeled ‘S’, you are ready to proceed.
Find a convenient place where the plastic
coated wires coming into your electrical
box are accessible and where you will not
be exposed to bare wires. Bare electrical
wires are dangerous and should never be
touched with bare hands. Here we want
to find wires that are still inside their
protective insulation.
Place a magnet of each side of the wire, so
that the sides marked with an S are
showing (the un-marked side against the wire). Hold each magnet with
gaffer tape or strong electrical tape, making sure the magnets do not move.
Remember that they will try to repel each other, since we are placing two
‘North Facing’ poles face to face over the wire.
You can use Neodymium magnets, which are very powerful, the more
powerful the better. Neodymium magnets are so strong that they come
packaged with plastic separators. If you remove the separators, the magnets
hold so strongly to each other that you may not be able to separate them by
hand.
If you do not feel confident to safely perform this technical task, ask a
qualified electrician to do it for you.
** Do not attempt this if you are not fully confident to be safe**.
22
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Norman has designed a system for car fuel lines, based on the same concept.
In this design, the special magnet configuration polarises the carbon in the
fuel which results in two explosions rather than one. The first explosion,
due to the spark from the spark plug, the other due to the fusion reaction of
the electrons created by the polarised fuel (as I am told). I belive Norman
is still working to perfect the design.
You can contact Norman on 0415-461-133.
Another interesting fuel conditioning device comes from a gentleman called
Albino Gola, from the New Zealand Society of Dowsing and Radionics
Inc. We may review this design in a later edition of the newsletter if there
is any interest.
For those interested in trying the electrical filter design above, you can
purchase Neodymium, rare earth magnets, from the following source:
AMF Magnetics,
Unit 6, 54 Chegwyn Street Botany, Sydney
Tel: 02-9700-0055,
www.magnet.com.au
Look into their product catalog under ‘Neodymium, Rare earth magnets’

Unseen Heroine

F

or many years now, someone has researched, found and booked
for the Society, all the monthly speakers who come and lecture for us.
Her name is Marie Wood, she has done an outstanding job of finding
good and interesting speakers to present at our meetings. The Editorial
Board want to acknowledge Marie’s consistent efforts and dedication to
the Society. Well done Marie....
We love your work.
Dowsers Society of NSW – May 2010
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Review: Speaker for April
Suzanne Nasby

O

ur speaker for April was a friendly, down to earth sort of lady, who
labels herself a ‘shamanic witch’. She uses this term rather than using
the word ‘shaman’, even though both terms have connotations in today’s
popular culture. The word ‘shaman’ is actually a Russian derivation meaning
religious priest.
Suzanne is also a spiritual teacher, a psychotherapist and a graphic web
designer all rolled into one person. She also has a psychotherapist
background, so she offers therapy, as well as spiritual teachings, ceremonial
roles, workshops and retreats. Ritual and ceremony, she feels, are primarily
healing practices. The practice of shamanism is a way of life to her, and she
incorporates it into all areas of her life, reflecting a love and respect for
nature and all of life.
The term ‘neo-shamanism’ describes this striving to integrate modern living,
while trying to steer away from modern materialistic trends, and ‘tread
lightly on the earth’. Suzanne integrates the resonance of Australian
Aboriginals, in showing respect to the native peoples and the land.
Totem animals were discussed, often bringers of information, and there
were books to peruse on this subject, along with some interesting artifacts.
Dowsers will be familiar with the idea that animals and indeed plants and
water respond favourably to good thoughts and intent.
We then did a guided meditation with the aid of one of her drums, and this
was very pleasant, and I’m sure insightful for some.
Suzanne holds workshops and the subjects of her workshops are diverse,
from witchcraft and shamanism to ecstatic dance and divine singing.
For more information refer to her website: www.wytchyways.com
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What’s on This Month
Radionics SSeminar
eminar 26-27 June in Wagga Wagga
Dr Gabrielle Breyer and Dr Willi Maeyer from the Advance Radionic
Coaching Institute (in Germany) will be teaching a seminar called
Inergetix 2010. Contact Tel: 02-6928-4252
av
en
Grail H
aven
Hav
Weekend of 20th May. - Numerology Consultant. Talk and workshop by
professional numerologist Karen Hilder. Contact Tel : 07-5545-3650
Cathar 22
Guided tours of the Cathar historical grounds in South France are available.
www.cathar22.com
Meditation courses
Grounding, and Merkaba Meditation, Course Dates: (4 weeks)
May 23rd, Contact Tel: +61 2 9973 2244.

What’s New in the Library
Interesting websites:
http://loveforlife.com.au/
http://montalk.net/notes/looking-ahead-2010-2015
w w w. c f p f . o r g . u k / a r t i c l e s / b a c k g r o u n d / s c i e n t i f i c p r o o f /
scientificproof1.html
http://website.lineone.net/~enlightenment/helen_duncan.htm
http://imva.info/index.php/2010/04/dear-imva-3/
http://knowledgefiles.com/categories (Select esoteric/John the divine)
www.victorzammit.com/
www.jayweidner.com/index.html#articles
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Two outstanding w
ebsites:
websites:
http://healthwyze.org/
www.operationterra.com

New books
The library has just purchased some new books on dowsing:
‘Pendulum Healing Handbook’, Complete Guidebook on How to Use the
Pendulum to Choose Appropriate Remedies for Healing Body, Mind,
and Spirit, by Walter Lubeck.
‘Pendulum Dowsing’, A simple technique to help you make decisions,
find lost objects and channel healing energies, by Cassandra Eason.
‘The Book of Dowsing and Divining’, by Sue Phillips.
‘Back to a Future for Mankind’, BioGeometry. Solutions to the Global
Environmental Crisis New Energy Secrets of Ancient Egypt and The
Great Pyramid Revealed. by Ibrahim Karim, Ph.D./Dr.Sc.
‘Watt's the Buzz?’ Understanding and avoiding the risks of electromagnetic
radiation. by Lyn McLean
‘Many Lives, Many Masters’ The True Story of a Prominent Psychiatrist,
His Young Patient, and the Past-Life Therapy That Changed Both Their
lives. by Brian L. Weiss, M.D.
The library regularly receives newsletters from dowsing organisations
interstate or overseas. As a member you can now borrow these newsletters.
The same conditions apply as for borrowing books and DVDs"
Marilyn Smith, Librarian
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Speaker for June 20th, 2010
Micheal English - Trance Channelling

M

icheal has over 17 years experience
as a trance channel and medium,
serving and helped by John of Light.
Providing access to information in Records
of Light and Akashic Records regarding
past, future and near present events,
including earth changes, past and future
lives, healing and much more.
He is offering himself as an independent spiritual teacher and
channel for healing, as a clear channel for communications from
and between various entities of love, light and us.
Micheal is often unaware of the information being channelled
through his body until after he has watched and listened to the
recordings of the entities. He is able to see, sense and interact with
many forms of extra-terrestrials and other spirits, some helpful,
some not.
The light within you needs a moment to recognise its sacredness
The love within you fuels this light
Are you ready to look, listen and see?

www.lightwithlight.com
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